
Homework
Choose one or two (or more!) of these 
activities to work on over the holidays.

Do your best and have fun!

• Choose a question to research and make a 
three minute recorded presentation to 
post on Dojo.

1. What is the difference between weather 
and climate?
2. What is the greenhouse effect?
3. Which climate zones can be found in Africa?
4. Which biomes are present in Africa?
5. How has climate change affected the 
geography of Africa?
6. How has climate change affected the people 
of Africa?
7. What efforts have been made to help Africa 
in regards to climate change?

• Choose an African creature and create a 
2D or 3D work of art to represent it.

• Find out some fascinating facts and figures 
about a country in Africa and make a 
poster.

Africa and Climate Change

Climate change threatens the lives and livelihoods 
of over 100 million in extreme poverty. Global 
warming is expected to melt Africa's remaining 
glaciers in the next few decades, and the reduction 
in water essential to agricultural production will 
create food insecurity, poverty, and population 
displacement.

Africa is not a country! It is a continent.

Africa has three main biomes: forest, desert and 
savanna. What is a biome? Biomes are regions of 
the world with similar climate (weather, 
temperature) animals and plants.

We will be reading Journey to Jo’burg
by Beverley Naidoo.



Glossary

biomes Biomes are areas of our planet 
with similar climates, landscapes, 
animals and plants.

forest A forest is a piece of land with 
many trees. Many animals need 
forests to live and survive. 

desert       A desert is a place where hardly 
any rain falls. Some deserts are huge!   

savannah Grassy plain in tropical and 
subtropical regions, with few trees

continent  A continent is a large solid area of 
land. Earth has seven continents.

climate    Climate is the average 
measurements of temperature, 
wind, humidity, snow, and rain in a 
place over the course of years. 
Climate is like the weather, but over 
a long time.

Useful websites: 

History and Geography 

https://www.wateraid.org/uk/
https://www.kids-world-travel-guide.com/africa-facts.html

Maths
https://www.oddizzi.com/teachers/explore-the-
world/places/africa/

https://kids.kiddle.co/Africa

Art 
https://kids.kiddle.co/African_art

Music 

https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/African-
music/601911

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W05LPtVm5
hY
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